In packetized media streaming systems, packet dependencies are often modeled as a directed acyclic graph called the dependency graph. We consider the situation where the dependency graph is reducible to a tree. This occurs, for instance, in MPEG1 video streams that are packetized at the frame level. Other video coding standards such as H.264 also allow tree-reducible dependencies. We propose in this context efficient dynamic programming algorithms for finding rate-distortion optimal transmission policies. The proposed algorithms are much faster than previous exact algorithms developed for arbitrary dependency graphs.
INTRODUCTION
Multimedia streaming, in particular video streaming, is one of the most popular multimedia services over the internet. It allows the receiver to continuously play back a compressed multimedia stream while parts of it are still being received. Streaming systems must be able to deal with transmission errors and bandwidth limitations in a flexible way, and the design of efficient algorithms for finding optimal transmission strategies is a challenging question.
In this paper, we concentrate on packetized media streams, in which the compressed bitstream is already divided into packets. We propose algorithms for finding rate-distortion optimal transmission policies, i.e., transmission strategies that optimally trade bits for reconstruction quality. We use the popular framework introduced by Chou and Miao [1] , a flexible model for rate-distortion optimized streaming systems over packet erasure channels. This framework has been recognized as one of the most important recent contribution in multimedia streaming [2] .
In this framework, the dependencies between multiple packets are modeled as a directed acyclic graph, in which there is an edge from packet i to packet i whenever packet i cannot be decoded if packet i is not decoded. This dependency model makes the framework suitable to a wide range of source coders, including the new video standard H.264 [3] . Each single packet can be transmitted at a finite number of transmission opportunities. In a sender-driven scenario, the receiver sends an acknowledgment each time a packet is received before its delivery deadline. As long as no acknowledgment is received and the deadline is not reached, the sender is allowed to retransmit the packet according to a transmission policy. A multiple-packet transmission policy is a combination of single-packet transmission policies. The SA algorithm [1] is a fast heuristic technique that optimizes multiplepacket transmission policies with respect to a rate-distortion criterion. It breaks the complexity of the problem by optimizing for one single-packet policy at a time.
Numerous contributions have already been proposed within this framework. For example, it was adapted for a wireless channel [4] and extended to include multiple delivery deadlines [5] . Other important contributions include a novel acknowledgment mechanism [6] and a very fast method for computing a transmission strategy for a group of packets using an approximated distortion model [7] .
In [8] , we devised branch and bound algorithms for computing both single-and multiple-packet transmission policies. The algorithm for single-packet policies outperformed the original optimization algorithm proposed by Chou and Miao [1] by a significant margin. It is also shown in the same paper that finding optimal policies is an NP-hard problem. More recently, we proposed a dynamic programming algorithm [9] that provides optimal singlepacket transmission policies if the forward-and round-trip times of the packets have exponential distributions.
The main contribution of this paper is the important observation that rate-distortion optimal policies for a group of interdependent packets can be efficiently computed in the special case where the transitive reduction of the dependency graph, obtained by removing redundant edges, is a tree. For example, an MPEG-1 encoded video stream consists of I-, P-, and B-frames. I-frames do not depend on other frames, P-frames depend on the preceeding I-or P-frame, and B-frames depend on the preceeding I-or P-frame and on the following I-or P-frame. However, the dependence of a B-frame on its preceeding I-or P-frame is redundant, since the P-frame following the B-frame also depends on the I-or P-frame preceeding the B-frame (Fig. 1) . So the transitive reduction of the dependency graph of any MPEG1 encoded video stream that is packetized at frame level is a set of independent trees, where each tree corresponds to one group of frames.
The next section contains useful definitions and notations that are used in the paper. In Section 3 and 4, we propose dynamic programming algorithms for finding optimal and convex hull policies for multiple packets when the dependency graph is tree reducible. In section 5, we propose thinning methods for reducing the complexity of these algorithms at the cost of a controllable increase in distortion. In Section 6, we describe experimental results, showing that the proposed algorithms are faster than the previous algorithms of [8] and provide better solutions than those of the SA algorithm [1] .
PRELIMINARIES
This section presents the terminology and notations used throughout the paper. The definitions related to tranmission policies are essentially those of the previous works [1, 8] . Definitions and notations related to dependency graphs are mostly standard graph-theoretic ones.
We consider the problem of transmitting a set of interdependent packets in a rate-distortion optimized way [1] . The dependency between the packets is modeled with a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Let G = (V, E) be a DAG where V is the set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges. If there is a path in G from a vertex i to a vertex i, we write i ≺ G i and say that i is an ancestor of i in G. We also use the notation
We refer to the set of vertices of a DAG G as V (G) and to the set of edges as E(G). The in-degree of a vertex i ∈ V (G) is the number of edges that end in i. The out-degree of i is the number of edges that start in i. The transitive reduction of a DAG G is the DAG G t with the smallest number of edges such that (G t ) T = G T where G T is the transitive closure of G [10] . The dependency graph of a set V = {1, . . . , L} of L interdependent packets is the DAG G = (V, E) where the set of edges E is given by (i , i) ∈ E if packet i must be decoded so that packet i can also be decoded. An example of the transitive reduction of a dependency graph is shown in Fig. 1 . Note that G t is uniquely determined by G and that
We define the union of two induced subgraphs
. Two subgraphs G 1 and G 2 of a DAG G are said to be independent in G if there is no edge in G that connects a vertex of G 1 to a vertex of G 2 or vice versa. If G 1 and G 2 are induced subgraphs of a DAG G and independent in G,
A DAG T where exactly one vertex r ∈ V (T ) has an in-degree of 0 and all other vertices have an in-degree of 1 is called a tree with root r. We also denote the root of a tree T by r(T ), and we call the subgraph ({r(T )}, Ø) of T the root graph of T . Any vertex of T with an out-degree of 0 is called a leaf of T . We refer to the set of leaves of T as L(T ). of T which have a root that is adjacent to r(T ) in T , that is, (r(T ), r(T )) ∈ E(T ), are called direct subtrees of T . Note that two direct subtrees of a tree T are always independent in T . A subforest of T is either a subtree of T or the union of two or more subtrees of T . A direct subforest of T is either a direct subtree of T or the union of two or more direct subtrees of T . The union of all direct subtrees of T is called the complete subforest of T . A graph whose transitive reduction is a tree is said to be tree reducible. For example, the dependency graph of Fig. 1(a) is tree reducible, whereas the dependency graph of Fig. 2(a) is not. The transitive reduction of a tree reducible dependency graph G is called the dependency tree of G.
The transmission of a single packet is controlled by a policy π. Each transmission policy π has an error (π), 0 ≤ (π) ≤ 1, which is the probability that a packet transmitted with policy π does not arrive at the receiver on time, and a cost ρ(π), ρ(π) ≥ 0, which is the expected number of transmissions of a packet transmitted with policy π. The transmission policy, either sender-or receiver-driven, can be for instance defined by a bit vector representing the transmissions times, as in [1] and [8] , or can be any other transmission strategy (e.g., [12] ) yielding the guarantees (π) and ρ(π) on the loss probability and average retransmission times, respectively. A policy π * is said to be an optimal policy if there exists no other policy π such that (π) ≤ (π * ) and ρ(π) < ρ(π * ). A policy π * is said to be a convex hull policy if there exists λ ≥ 0 such that π * minimizes the Lagrangian (π) + λρ(π) for all policies π. All convex hull policies are optimal, but not all optimal policies are convex hull policies.
Let V = {1, . . . , L} be a set of packets and G be a DAG with
for G is a vector of transmission policies, where π i is the policy for packet i ∈ V . Let G be a subgraph of G with
is called the policy subvector of π for G . We denote by B i the size of packet i and by ∆D i the expected reduction in reconstruction error if packet i is decoded on time. The expected rate of a policy vector π with respect to the DAG G is
and the expected reconstruction error reduction is
Let D 0 be the distortion for the set V if no packet is received. Then the expected distortion of the transmission of V with policy vector π isD
A policy vector π * is optimal for a DAG G if there exists no policy vector π such that
It is easy to see that the expected rate and the expected reconstruction error reduction of a policy with a tree reducible dependency graph are the same as with its dependency tree.
Proposition 1. Let G be a tree-reducible dependency graph and T be the dependency tree of G. Then for any policy vector π for G, we have
Proof. Since T is the transitive reduction of G, we have
The proof follows then from (1) and (2). Proposition 1 allows us to restrict the study of tree-reducible dependency graphs to their dependency trees.
We now give some important properties of policy vectors for dependency trees. Let G 1 and G 2 be two induced subgraphs of a DAG G such that V (G 1 ) ∩ V (G 2 ) = Ø. Let π and π be policy vectors for G 1 and
. . , π tm ). We define the product π × π as the policy vector for G 1 ∪ G G 2 that contains all policies of π and π , ordered according to the labels of their associated packets. That is,
, and
It is easy to show that
In general, D G1∪ G G2 ( π × π ) cannot be expressed as easily. However, if T 1 and T 2 are subforests of a tree T and independent in T , and π and π are policy vectors for T 1 and T 2 , respectively, then
and for all λ ≥ 0
Finally, if T 1 is the root graph of a dependency tree T and T 2 is a direct subforest of T , and again π = (π r(T ) ) and π are policy vectors for T 1 and T 2 , respectively, then
CONVEX HULL POLICY VECTORS FOR DEPENDENCY TREES
In this section, we propose a dynamic programming algorithm for computing convex hull policy vectors for dependency trees. The algorithm exploits the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let T be a tree, π be a policy vector for T , T s be a direct subforest of T , and π s be the policy subvector of π for T s . If π is a convex hull policy vector for T , then π s is a convex hull policy vector for T s .
Proof. We prove the result by contradiction. Let T r be the root graph of T and π r = (π r(T ) ) be the policy subvector of π for T r . Suppose that π s is not a convex hull policy vector for T s , that is, for each λ ≥ 0, there exists a policy vector (5) and (7), we have
Hence, π cannot be a convex hull policy vector for T .
Assume that (π r(T ) ) = 1. Let π s be a policy vector for T s such that R Ts ( π s ) < R Ts ( π s ), and π = π r × ( π s × π t ). It follows from (5) and (7) that for all λ ≥ 0,
Again, π cannot be a convex hull policy vector for T .
Assume that (π r(T ) ) = 1. Let π s be a policy vector for T s such that R Ts ( π s ) < R Ts ( π s ), and π = π r × π s . With (7), for all λ ≥ 0,
Also in this case, π cannot be a convex hull policy vector for T .
Let T be a dependency tree with direct subtrees T 1 , . . . , T k . Proposition 2 allows us to compute convex hull policy vectors for T as follows. In a preprocessing step, we determine the set Γ of all convex hull policies and store it in a data structure where the policies are sorted by cost. This can be done, for example, with a branch and bound method [8] . Then, exploiting (5) and (7), we can find a convex hull policy vector that minimizes J T,λ for some λ ≥ 0 by recursively minimizing
where π 1 , . . . , π k are the policy subvectors of π for the subtrees T 1 , . . . , T k , respectively. Since all policies of a convex hull policy vector are convex hull policies (Lemma 3 [8] ), one minimization of (8) can be done with |Γ| evaluations of (8), one evaluation with each policy π r(T ) in Γ.
Although the above approach is feasible, it is much more efficient to compute the complete set of convex hull policy vectors at once. The idea is to use a dynamic programming scheme that computes the sets of convex hull policy vectors for all full subtrees of T , starting at the leaves. In this way, the policy vectors that minimize J Ti, (8) can be found by a simple look-up operation in the set of convex hull policy vectors of T i . Ramchandran and Vetterli [14] proposed an interval subdivision method to find the point on the convex hull that minimizes the distortion for a given rate constraint, using only minimizations of a Lagrangian for different values of λ. This method can easily be extended to find the set of all points on the convex hull. We use this method to compute the set of convex hull policy vectors for a tree T when the sets of convex hull policy vectors of all direct subtrees of T have already been found. Let Γ T denote the set of convex hull policy vectors for T . Let T 1 , . . . , T k be the direct subtrees of T and Γ T1 , . . . , Γ T k denote the sets of convex hull policy vectors for T 1 , . . . , T k . If Γ T1 , . . . , Γ T k are stored in a data structure where the policy vectors are sorted by expected rate,
The set Γ T can be computed from Γ, Γ T1 , . . . , Γ T k with the recursive procedure SubCHBuild(T ,{ Γ T1 , . . . , Γ T k }, π l , π u ) that finds all convex hull policy vectors for T whose rates are between R T ( π l ) and R T ( π u ). The procedure does a recursive bisection search on λ and consists of the following steps. 
Compute
To determine the set Γ T of convex hull policy vectors for T , we compute Γ Tj for all full subtrees T j of T , starting at the leaves of T . This is done with the following recursive procedure CHBuild(T )
If we exclude the preprocessing step, the overall time complexity of this approach is 
OPTIMAL POLICY VECTORS FOR DEPENDENCY TREES
In this section, we propose a dynamic programming algorithm for computing all optimal policy vectors for a dependency tree. The algorithm exploits the following proposition.
Proposition 3. Let T be a tree, π be a policy vector for T , T s be a direct subforest of T , and π s be the policy subvector of π for T s . If π is optimal for T , then π s is optimal for T s .
Proof. We prove the result by contradiction. Let T r be the root graph of T , and π r = (π r(T ) ) be the policy subvector of π for T r . Suppose that π s is not optimal for T s , that is, there exists a policy vector π s for
and, with (4) and (6),
So π cannot be optimal for T .
If T s is the complete subforest of T , then T = T r ∪ T T s and π
and, with (6),
Again, π cannot be optimal for T .
Proposition 3 allows us to find the set Π T of all policy vectors that are optimal for a dependency tree T as follows. In a preprocessing step, we compute the set Π of all optimal policies and store it in a data structure where the policies are sorted by cost. This can be done, for example, with a branch and bound method [8] . Now let T 1 , . . . , T k be subtrees of T such that V (T i ) ∩ V (T j ) = Ø for i = j, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and let Π Ti be the set of optimal policy vectors for T i . We define the product of Π Ti and Π Tj as To compute Π T , we use a recursive procedure OPBuild(T ). The procedure consists of the following steps.
1. Set Π r to the set of policy vectors that are optimal for the root graph of T , Π r = {(π)|π ∈ Π}.
If r(T ) ∈ L(T ), then
T has only one vertex, thus, set Π T = Π r .
If r(T ) /
∈ L(T ), then (a) for each direct subtree T 1 , . . . , T k of T , set Π Ti to the set of policy vectors that are optimal for
(b) set Π csf to the set of policy vectors that are optimal for the complete subforest of
4. Return Π T . 
If we exclude the preprocessing step, the time complexity for the computation of Π T with OPBuild(T ) is O(|V (T )| max
T sf (| Π T sf |) 2 ),
REDUCTION OF TIME AND SPACE COMPLEXITY
Both time and space complexity of the dynamic programming methods presented in the last two sections depend on the size of the intermediate results Γ Ti (resp. Π Ti ), the sets of convex hull (resp. optimal) policy vectors for the full subtrees T i of a dependency tree T . The sizes of these sets depend on all input parameters, the dependency tree, the values of B i and ∆D i , i = 1, . . . , L, the set of convex hull policies (resp. the set of optimal policies), but cannot be predicted from them easily. In worst-case situations, the intermediate results can grow exponentially with the number of recursions. However, in real-time applications, we have constraints on running time and memory consumption and thus, we have to control the sizes of the intermediate results regardless the actual input parameters. We propose a thinning of the intermediate results to reduce their size, if needed. This thinning may lead to sub-optimal policy vectors in the final result, but as a consequence of the following proposition, the distortion increase in the final result is bounded. 
If T i is a direct subtree of T , then let T r be the root graph of T and T j be the direct subforest of T with policy subvector of π 0 for T r and π j is the policy subvector of π 0 for T j . Let π r = (π r(T ) ). Since T i and T j are independent in T , we can apply (4) and (6) and get
If T i is not a direct subtree of T , then there exist full subtrees
is a direct subtree of T , and T i is a direct subtree of T i k . Let π i l and π * i l be the policy subvectors of π and π * , respectively, for (5) we can see that the effect of discarding a policy vector on the distortions of the next intermediate or of the final result is proportional to 1 − (π r (T )). However, π r (T ) is not known at the time of the thinning process, but (π r (T )) and D Ti ( π i ) are usually highly correlated. In order to compensate for the factor 1 − (π r (T ) in (5), we approximate it by
We want to remove policy vectors from Π Ti for which δ k is small. So for each removal of a policy vector, we find k
Note that δ k is always associated with Π Ti (k), so δ k * is also removed.
For the thinning of Γ Ti , we use exactly the same method. The removals are repeated until a stopping criterion is satisfied. There are several choices for this stopping criterion. One choice is to remove policy vectors as long as δ k * < δ max . In this case, the maximal increase in distortion of the final result, compared to the optimal policy vectors, is bounded by Lδ max if the thinning is done for each Γ Ti (resp. Π Ti ). Another choice is to stop as soon as | Γ Ti | (resp. Π Ti ) is below a certain size limit s. Here, both the time and the space complexities become bounded by O(|V (T )| 2 |Γ|s log s) for CHBuild(T ) (resp. O(|V (T )|s 2 ) for OPBuild(T )), where Γ is the set of convex hull policies. A third choice of the stopping criterion is a combination of the other two. Note that it is not useful to do a thinning on the final result because this would not improve time or space complexity and the result would be worse.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed dynamic programming algorithms to that of the SA algorithm of [1] and the branch and bound algorithms of [8] when the packet dependency graph G is tree reducible. We use the number of policy vectors that were checked by an algorithm as the performance measure of the computational effort. Using the number of checked policy vectors as the performance measure slightly favors SA and the branch and bound algorithms over the dynamic programming algorithms because the dynamic programming algorithms can check any policy vector in amortized constant time, whereas SA and the branch and bound algorithms require O(|V (G)|) time for each check.
We report results for two tree-reducible dependency graphs. The first one consists of 10 packets obtained by encoding 10 frames (frame 13 to frame 22) of the Foreman video sequence in CIF format according to the Video-CD standard (MPEG1, 1150 kilobits/s with a frame rate of 25 frames/s). Each packet corresponds to the encoding of one of the 10 frames. The frame sequence was IBBPBBPBBP, and the dependency graph is shown in Fig. 1 (a) . A transmission policy π for a single packet was defined by a bit vector [8] , and its error and cost were computed as in [8] . The time interval between two transmission opportunities was 50 ms. The network was modeled as an independent time-invariant packet erasure channel with random delays [1] . The packet loss probability of the forward and backward channels was set to 0.2. The channel forward trip time and backward trip time were modeled as shifted gamma distributed random variables F T T and BT T with rightward shifts κ F = κ B = 25 ms, and parameters n F = n B = 2, α F = α B = 1 12.5 [1] . We first consider the computation of all convex hull policy vectors. Table 1 compares the performance of the SA algorithm of [1] when used to determine all convex hull policy vectors with the recursive bisection search method explained in Section 3, the branch and bound algorithm (CBB) of [8] (Appendix 7 in [13] ), and the dynamic programming algorithm (CDP) of Section 3.
CDP required significantly less computational effort than CBB, but moderately more than SA. The complexity of CBB was too high to allow computation of the solutions in reasonable time when the number of packets was equal to 19. On the other hand, both CDP and CBB are exact algorithms, whereas SA is a heuristic technique, which is not guaranteed to find a convex hull policy vector (though the solution it finds might be better than a convex hull solution). Thus, the distortion-rate points reachable with SA are generally of lower quality than those reachable with CDP and CBB (Fig. 3) .
We now consider the computation of all optimal policy vectors. The only previous exact method for computing all optimal policy vectors for a group of interdependent packets is a branch and bound algorithm (OBB) proposed in [8] (Appendix 9 in [13] ). The tables also show the results of ODP when combined with the thinning technique of Section 5 (ODPT). The thinning was done with a size limit of s = 256 policy vectors for each intermediate result.
Here also the branch and bound approach was much more complex than dynamic programming. In particular, OBB was not feasible when the size of the problem increased (with increasing number of transmission opportunities N or packets L). The thinning allowed considerable complexity reduction, which was penalized by a small quality loss of the solutions (Fig. 4) .
In many situations, one is not interested in all optimal policy vectors, but only in one optimal policy vector for a given transmission rate. The previous best exact algorithm to compute one such solution is the branch and bound algorithm (BBC) of [8] (Appendix 8 in [13] ). Tables 3, 4 , 5, and 6 compare BBC and SA to an approach that uses dynamic programming (ODP) to compute all optimal policy vectors and then selects the best one for the given transmission rate. In SA, we used the fast convex search algorithm of Ramchandran and Vetterli [14] to find the best value of λ for a given rate. In Table 3 and 4, we do not display the rate and distortion results of BBC since this algorithm is exact and therefore finds the same (optimal) solutions as ODP. Also the complexity of ODP with and without thinning is not included because it can be read from Table 2 . In many instances, BBC was too slow and we stopped it before the solution was found. The results show that ODPT, the thinning was done again with a size limit of s = 256 policy vectors, was able to determine high-quality approximations. The SA algorithm was always the fastest algorithm, but for low transmission rates, it found poor solutions (e.g., Table 3 with R max = 750 kbits or Table 6 ).
Finally, to give an idea on the practical speed of our dynamic programming algorithms, we report some CPU times measured on an AMD Athlon XP, 1400 MHz, PC133. To compute all convex hull policy vectors with N = 8 transmission opportunities, CDP needed 1.1 ms for the 10 packets of the MPEG1 encoded Foreman sequence and 3 ms for the 19 packets of the H.264 encoded Foreman sequence. To compute all optimal policy vectors with N = 8 transmission opportunities, ODP (resp. ODPT) needed 0.47 s (resp. 0.04 s) for the 10 packets of the MPEG1 encoded Foreman sequence and 9.27 s (resp. 0.11 s) for the 19 packets of the H.264 encoded Foreman sequence. All above times do not include a preprocessing step of 0.17 ms needed to compute Γ (resp. Π). Table 6 . Performance of SA [1] , the dynamic programming algorithm of Section 4 (ODP), and ODP with the thinning technique of Section 5 (ODPT) using s = 256 for an expected transmission rate budget of Rmax kilobits. Results are given for 19 packets of Foreman encoded with H.264. The number of transmission opportunities is N = 8. R denotes the expected rate in kilobits and D the expected MSE.
CONCLUSION
We presented dynamic programming algorithms for computing transmission policies in media streaming systems in which the packet dependencies are modeled by trees. The proposed algorithms are exact and much faster than the branch and bound algorithms of [8] , which were developed for arbitrary dependency graphs. We also suggested a simple way of reducing the complexity of the algorithms by a thinning approach. Experimental results showed that this approach allowed the computation of high-quality solutions in real-time.
Although our dynamic programming algorithms are slower than the SA algorithm [1] , they can find much better solutions (optimal solutions without thinning and near-optimal solutions with thinning). We did not compare our algorithms to the technique of [7] , which is faster than the SA algorithm. However, the experiments in [7] indicate that the solutions found by this technique are significantly worse than those of [1] .
Not all video encoders produce tree-reducible packet dependency graphs. In the H.264 standard, for instance, more complex dependencies are allowed. We can, however, constrain the encoder to use only tree-reducible dependency graphs. Enforcing such dependencies can induce a loss in terms of rate-distortion performance, but this is compensated by the speed-up in computing the transmission policies. Also, the encoding itself may be accelerated, since the search space for motion compensation, for instance, is reduced.
